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Abstract

Creative Coding with Animations - An Applica-
tion to Attract Children to Tech

Emilia Elm
Niklas Persson
Emma Tysk

Digitalization is expanding rapidly and is incorporated in almost all
businesses and work fields. While digital applications are a crucial part
of our daily lives, the IT industry is homogeneous and has lack of di-
versity. It becomes a problem when a homogeneous group develops so-
lutions for the entire population. Numerous organizations, schools, and
businesses are trying to address the problem. One approach to improve
diversity is to inspire youths through applications where they learn to
code with games and brain teasers. With this project, we want to pro-
vide an alternative approach to teaching programming to reach a wider
audience. By taking a step away from an imperative tutorial to a more
interactive playful environment, our goal is that our application will ap-
peal to children who do not wish to work towards a set goal or compete
with their peers. The result of this project is a web application where a
user can write code to animate images.
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Sammanfattning

Samhället blir alltmer digitaliserat och är idag en del av nästan alla arbetsområden och
företag. Trots att digitala verktyg används av en stor del av befolkningen är IT-industrin
homogen och saknar mångfald. Det blir problematiskt när en homogen grupp skapar di-
gitala lösningar för ett helt samhälle. Flera organisationer, skolor och företag engagerar
sig i denna fråga. Genom att utveckla digitala applikationer, som lär ut programmering
genom spel och pussel, hoppas man kunna inspirera barn och ungdomar att intressera
sig för teknik. Syftet med detta projekt var att erbjuda ett nytt sätt att lära ut programme-
ring på. Att skapa en applikation för kreativt skapande med kod som inte är fokuserat på
spel och pussel. Genom att erbjuda en mer interaktiv och lekful miljö, jämfört med de
imperativa applikationerna som finns idag, hoppas vi kunna nå ut till dem som inte vill
jobba mot ett specifikt mål eller tävla mot sina kamrater. Resultatet av detta projekt blev
en webb-applikation där användare kan animera bilder genom kod. Webb-applikationen
är lämplig för användare som har erfarenhet av prorammering.
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1 Introduction

1 Introduction

The lack of diversity in the tech industry and the shortage of IT expertise is a matter
of concern for tech companies, universities and educators alike [Bla18, Ins16]. IT &
Telekomföretagen (IT & Telecommunication businesses) are pushing the need to inspire
and engage the future of the industry [IT 17]. Several studies [JAV05, CBT10] have
shown that adolescents are more likely to develop an abiding interest in technology if
they are exposed to it at an early age.

While there is an extensive amount of material out there geared towards children, we
found that there is a lack of diversity in both the teaching methods and the intention of
the applications (see Section 2). Our goal with this project is to provide an alternative,
more creative, approach to teaching programming to reach a wider audience. To keep
creativity as the focal point we developed a web application with the goal to teach
children to animate images with code.

The web application consists of three main areas: canvas, avatar/code area and an editor.
The canvas is where the animation takes place. In the avatar and code-block area the
user can select different images and code snippets represented by blocks. To create
animations the user can link code blocks to an image by drag and drop, see Figure 1
and 2. After dropping a code block onto an image the code snippet is displayed in the
editor, see Figure 3.

By taking a step away from an imperative tutorial to a more interactive playful environ-
ment, we hope to reach children who do not wish to work towards a set goal or compete
with their peers. In addition, we want to showcase concrete examples of what you can
build and create with programming.
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1 Introduction

Figure 1 Dragging the image to animate onto the canvas

Figure 2 Dragging a code block onto the image
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2 Background

Figure 3 Code appearing in the editor after the code block has been dropped on the
image

2 Background

There are several topics which combined builds the thought-process behind the purpose
of our application. This section is written in a top-down approach, where we first dis-
cuss the bigger picture of the problems and then how our relatively small project can
contribute.

2.1 National Problem

The ongoing digitalization has driven the IT-industry to become a crucial driving force
for employment [Myn11, Sta16] and the economic growth in Sweden. However, ac-
cording to a study [IT 17] from IT & Telekomföretagen (IT & Telecommunication
businesses) there will not be enough qualified employees to keep up with this ongo-
ing growth. They predict that in the year of 2022 [IT 17] there will be a shortage of
70 000 people with IT/digital expertise. IT & Telekomföretagen are pushing the need
to take action within four different fields which, according to them, would prevent this
shortage. One of these fields is how we influence adolescents. More specifically how
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2 Background

we can make changes in schools and other areas interacting with youths and how that
affects their choice of work field.

2.2 Tech-Education and Minorities

Minorities and female students continue to be significantly under-represented in Engi-
neering and Technology programs at universities in Sweden [Ins16, IT 13]. The Internet
foundation in Sweden (iiS) found in their survey “Young women and IT” [Ins16] that
when explaining work in IT we often use terminology such as “programmer”, which
many women associate with negative stereotypes. They concluded that there is a po-
tential in recruiting a more diverse workforce if you avoid communicating with such
terminology, that we should put more emphasis on explaining and showing what work
in IT actually means. A similar conclusion was made in ACM & IEEEs “Computer Sci-
ence Curriculum 2013” [ACM13]. They observed that many students associate studies
within computer science with obtaining a job as “programmer”, where “programmer”
is affiliated with a negative and incorrect stereotype [Nac17] linked to isolating and rote
work.

This issue is also discussed in a study [Af02] on diversity within a computer science pro-
gram. They found guidelines for universities to consider in order to improve diversity.
One of these guidelines mentions the importance of considering the difference between
the motivation of the students. The universities needs to ensure that the curriculum is
composed for students who are driven by achievements and long-term goals, in addition
for students who are there because they simply enjoy the subjects.

2.3 Stakeholder

Our stakeholder is Hello World!. Hello World! is a non-profit association with the pur-
pose to promote digital creation among adolescents. They arrange meet-ups and camps
on holidays and weekends for youths and children from all over Sweden to encourage
and spread knowledge about digital creation among future entrepreneurs and employ-
ees. Hello World! accomplishes this by hiring university students to develop teaching
material which demonstrates different ways to be creative within the digital world.

At their meet-ups and camps, the university students teach the participants about, among
other things, web, Maya [Aut18], and Unity [Uni18]. In Web studio participants learn
how to create web applications by using several different frameworks and programming
languages. Participants are able to create 3D animations and models through the soft-
ware application Maya. Hello World! use Unity, a game development platform, to teach
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their attendants how to create 3D games. There is always a need for more material
and new methods to teach and increase curiosity about the digital world among Hello
world!s attendants.

2.4 Lack of Diversity in Tools and Teaching Methods

To find inspiration for our project we studied popular tools to teach programming to
children such as Scratch [MIT18]. In addition, to get an overview of the available
means today, we researched websites where they gather tutorials, games and other tools
from different organizations and companies. During our search we observed a pat-
tern. Many of the tools we came across were geared towards teaching core concepts
in programming such as loops, functions and conditional statements. The teaching was
done predominantly by letting the user combine code blocks to complete certain tasks.
Learning through games and puzzles is, of course, a great way to entertain and engage
children. However, in many of these tools we found that there was one important aspect
of programming missing: creativity!

Creativity is an important motivation [KR08] for people to find an interest in computer
science. Creativity is also important to show that programming is more than solving
specific problems. That there are, in fact, endless possibilities.

A website which demonstrates the lack of creative alternatives is Code.org®. The cre-
ator of Code.org® is a non-profit organization which collects and gathers programming
labs for children [Abo18]. On their project page [cod18a] it is evident that there is an
imbalance between game- and creative labs. While there are at least a dozen game labs,
only two are labeled with ’creativity’. Also as with the game labs, the creativity labs are
focused on explaining loops and functions - not on being creative.

Another example of a popular website for programming with tutorials for children is
Tynker.com® [Abo13]. Their tutorials are all geared towards games. Even the few
tutorials which incorporates design are centered around game development. As with
Code.org®, the goal of the games are teaching the core concepts of programming. We
can conclude that there is a lack of diversity in the applications today, both in their
teaching methods and with the intention of the application. Children which have a
hard time understanding these programming concepts might feel excluded when there
is too much focus on them. In addition, by limiting the teaching methods to games
and puzzles, there is a risk that children who are not interested in such activities lose
engagement.
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2.5 How This Project Can Contribute

We believe that we can improve the diversity of the attendants at Hello World! by
introducing our application to their program. It will be an addition to Hello World!s
material for their Web studio, which is about creating and designing your own website.
CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) is one of the languages they interact with at Web studio
and also the language this project teach through the final product.

Our application will focus on inspiration and teaching programming using technologies
that are relevant today, such as CSS. CSS is a style sheet language used for describing
the presentation of a document written in a markup language. It is most often used to
set the visual style of web pages and user interfaces. As web development is an industry
that will continue to grow and now when it is possible to develop mobile application
using web technologies it has become even more relevant. Another reason we chose
to focus on CSS is because it is an easy language to learn and implement - no need
to explain loops, arrays or other programming concepts. In addition, one can create
animations with CSS, which was the focus of this project.

2.6 Scalable Vector Graphics

Developing games, video and interactive media on the web was traditionally done for the
Adobe Flash Platform [Ado11]. Flash has received criticism both related to security and
responsiveness which Steve Jobs discusses in his open letter [Job10]. Several features
which made Flash stand out can now be done with newer multimedia features included
in HTML5 such as SVG and CSS.

There are multiple types of formats for images available today and two of those are
raster images and vector images. Raster images consist of pixels and their color values
and the only way to manipulate these images is to modify the pixel values. The other
type, vector images, does not work with pixels directly but instead store information
about the shapes included in the image and their coordinates. For example, a circle can
be defined with a given radius or a smooth curve following a set path. The computer then
performs various calculations to properly render these shapes based on their coordinates
and the other shape information [SZA17].

SVG is one of the vector graphics formats available today and was released in 1999. The
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is an organization that decides which technologies
should become the standard for the web and SVG was chosen as the standard vector
graphics format [She18]. SVG is an XML-based markup language which can be used
to create circles, rectangles and other shapes (see Figure 4). SVG has support for more
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advanced features such as gradients, masks and filters that can be used to achieve more
complex effects.

Since SVG is XML-based and also supported by web browsers it can be inserted directly
inside HTML code. This allows developers to not only control which shapes to draw but
also how they are styled. SVG elements ( circles and rectangles) support CSS styling
and since CSS also support animations the shapes can be animated. SVGs can also be
included as images but that means that it is no longer possible to dynamically change
attributes and text for each element.

Figure 4 SVG code which draws a red circle with a black border to the screen. The
circle has its middle point positioned at cx and cy (like a coordinate systems x and y)
and r declares the radius of the circle.

3 Purpose, Aims, and Motivation

The digital world is continuing to expand within different sectors and fields which de-
mands a diversity of employees. There is, without a doubt, high demand for more
programmers [Hed17, IT 17]. Unfortunately, the stereotype of a tech-person and the
lack of diversity within the field can negatively impact juveniles who are interested in
tech. We are failing to communicate a different picture and consequentially we are per-
haps attracting a less diverse workforce. A step in the right direction could be to put
more emphasis on what one can achieve with programming, rather than explaining the
concepts of it.

There is, at the time of writing, a considerable amount of tools focused on explaining
core programming concepts through games and puzzles (see Subsection 2.4). However,
by offering a homogeneous selection of applications with similar teaching methods and
objectives we are possibly excluding potential future programmers. The many new
concepts might intimidate them and if they are not interested in games there is a risk of
losing engagement.

Our ambition with this project is to provide an alternative approach to teaching pro-
gramming, which hopefully will inspire a wider range of children and adolescents to
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get interested in tech. We want to give a concrete example of what you can achieve with
little or none prior experience. Showcasing that you do not have to excel at math or
algorithmic thinking to excel at programming.

By taking a step away from an imperative tutorial to a more interactive playful environ-
ment, our goal is that our application will appeal to children who do not wish to work
towards a set goal or compete with their peers. That they will feel satisfaction from be-
ing able to create something unique without any boundaries of a finish line. In contrast
to other available systems today, ours will be completely focused on the creative aspect
of programming. Demonstrating that programming, in its essence, is being creative.

4 Related Work

There exists a considerable amount of programming tutorials/tools for adolescents and
children. One popular website hosting these type of tutorials is Code.org®. Behind
Code.org® is a non-profit organization [Abo18] which shares the same fundamental
values with Hello World!. Both of these organizations aims to spread knowledge about
coding to youths and children. There is plenty of material on Code.org®’s website.
Some of their tutorials can appeal to creative users, for example one tutorial where
you can program a pen to draw patterns in different colors. There are also tutorials on
CSS [cod18b], but they are more focused on written instructions.

As discussed in Section 2, we could not find any systems which completely resembles
our idea to animate SVG files with CSS. We could, however, find other applications
made with the purpose to teach children programming by using code blocks abstracting
the text-based code. Their drag and drop function with code blocks are similar to the
one implemented in this project. An example of such a system is Scratch [MIT18],
which is frequently used at HelloWorld!’s camps.

The Scratch environment does offer more creative tools such as the pen function. The
user programs the pen with common code concepts, such as for-loops, to move the pen
in different patterns over the Scratch canvas. Another function in Scratch that leans more
towards creativity is their static animations. These animations are a fixed set of pictures
which while running gives the impression that the figure is moving. These animations
can seem similar to the animation feature in the application of this project. Although,
since Scratch offers a limited amount of pictures to choose from the user is limited in
how to customize their animation. Our web application will not have this limitation,
which restricts the users’ creativity. Contrary, the SVG format of our pictures allows the
user to fully control the animation. Therefore, they can create animations more freely
in our application compared to Scratch.
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5 Method

Several custom-built tools and components were designed based on the purpose of our
application. Since our target audience are novice programmers we needed a simple and
user-friendly interface. We also needed features such as drag and drop, and a code editor.
To implement our idea we used multiple languages and frameworks. A framework was
used on the frontend which could handle dynamic content and interactivity.

Before the user can animate their avatar the backend needed to set up a project where
the progress can be saved and the created avatar objects can be managed. The data
required for the application was stored in a central database that managed users and
their animation projects.

5.1 Primary Programming Language

More complex web-based user interfaces which require interactivity are developed us-
ing JavaScript, since that is the programming language supported by web browsers.
More specifically, we decided to use a version of JavaScript which most browsers al-
ready support or will support in the near future [Kan17], called ECMAScript 2015 (ES
2015) [Ore15]. Using a standardized version of JavaScript meant that we could run the
code directly in the browser without needing to recompile. ES 2015 is often referred
to as the sixth edition of the ECMAScript specification and commonly referred to as
ES6 which is how we refer to it in this report. ECMAScript was developed by Ecma
International in order to standardize JavaScript [W3C17]. ES5 is the version that most
web browsers support today [Kan17] but we decided to use ES6 for our project. The
main reason for that decision was to get access to the new features in ES6, especially
the improved syntax for defining and working with classes [Eng15].

5.2 Develop the Client

The client is divided into multiple parts as mentioned in Section 6. To manage all the
different sections of the user interface several frameworks and libraries were considered.
The two alternatives we decided between were React and Vue.

What made us lean towards React was the fact that React is used and developed by
Facebook [Kri14] and knowing that a project is both used and developed by a large
company means it is less likely to be abandoned. Another factor that made us choose
React was its popularity [Thi17]. Compared to Vue, React has a larger community
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with more contributors and a larger selection of third-party libraries. We needed a wide
variety of libraries and React could provide us with that because of its large community.

Drag and drop was an important feature in this project and we needed a solution which
both integrated well with React and supported drag and drop for both HTML and SVG
elements. Both HTML and SVG elements needed to be supported since the items in the
menu are HTML elements while SVG items on the canvas are pure SVG elements.

We implemented drag and drop using the third party library React DnD which provides
functionality to implement drag and drop in React [Abr17a]. The other alternative we
had was react-beautiful-dnd [Atl17]. Since neither library supported drag and drop for
SVG items, the most important factor for us was how easy the library was to extend. We
decided to use React DnD since it seemed to be the easiest to extend. More information
about the technical challenges we had with drag and drop and how we solved them can
be found in Section 9.

Managing the state of the canvas, i.e. tracking where SVG items are placed and what
code each code block contains, needed a central location where the information could
be stored. The first solution we tried used React’s Context API [Rea17a] where we
passed an object around that other components could use to interact with the canvas.
We also tried Redux which made it easier for us since we could use Redux’s built-in
actions (see Section 10 for a more in-depth discussion) to easily track changes that were
made [Red17a]. We also wanted to implement an undo feature in the future so we
decided that Redux would be the better option for state management.

5.3 Develop Server

We decided to use a backend framework to respond to user requests and we chose to
use Express, one of the most popular web frameworks written in JavaScript [Yan16].
The alternative we considered was Sails.js which uses Express built with a higher level
API on top [Yan16]. Since we are building and rendering the HTML on the client, the
backend only need to provide a basic API the frontend could query. Therefore, we chose
Express over Sails.js, since we did not need the extra features provided by Sails.js.

Information associated with each user, for example their animation projects, was stored
in a database. We had previous experience with relational databases such as MySQL,
however, we decided to use MongoDB in this project because less time is required to
prepare the database structure [Kor17]. Since time was an important factor we chose
MongoDB [Kor17]. MongoDB is document-oriented database which stores different
pieces of information, called documents, in collections [Med17]. Documents are sim-
ilar to JSON [Len09] objects, also known as JavaScript Object Notation, which is a
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format to store information in a readable and easy-to-access way. Accessing the data
in MongoDB was similar to using other JavaScript object since JSON is a format that
describes JavaScript objects.

6 Functionality

In this section we describe the two main sections of our web application: the landing
page and the animation interface. The landing page displays information about the
application and in the animation interface the user can create animations of SVG-files
with CSS.

6.1 Landing Page and Guest Mode

The landing page is the first page displayed when the user enters the web application.
It contains a short introduction to the application and a list of available features with
descriptions. The user can also log in from this page but the only authentication option
currently available is guest authentication. Logging in as a guest means the user is
authenticated with an anonymous account that is associated with the web browser they
are currently using. The guest mode is a fully-featured version of the web application
where the user can work on an anonymous project using the avatar items as well as the
available code blocks. Their progress is automatically saved to the server and they can
resume working on the same project at a later time as long as they use the same web
browser and have not cleared their cookies. If the user tries to log in as a guest and a
previous session was found the user is asked if they wish to resume their work or start
a new project. The difference between a guest account and a registered account is that
registered users can create multiple animation projects and will not lose their projects
if they switch computer or web browser. The purpose of the guest mode is to allow the
user to test the application without having to create an account.

6.2 Animation Interface

After login the user will be presented with the animation interface as shown in Figure 5.
The interface consists of three areas: the text editor to the left, the white canvas in the
center and the avatar and code block area to the right (see Figure 5). The canvas is where
the animation takes place. In the avatar and code block area the user can select SVG files
and code blocks. Each code block contains a pre-defined CSS code that either styles or
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animates the targeted SVG file. For example, there are code blocks which apply styles
to change the border color, rotate or change the size of the object. To create animations
the user can link code blocks to SVG files by drag and drop (see Figure 1 and 2). Once
a code block has been dropped on an SVG file the code is displayed in the text editor.
In the editor the code can be customized to fit the user’s needs.

The user will also be able to select multiple SVG files after having dropped them on the
canvas. Once selected, the code which belongs to these files will be displayed in the text
editor.

Figure 5 Prototype of the animation interface

The user can alternate between displaying code blocks and SVG items by pressing
“code” or “avatar” in the toggle-menu in upper right corner. When pressing “avatar”
the menu seen in Figure 5 will be displayed. The SVG items are divided into two cate-
gories: object and face. When pressing “code” the menu will switch to the menu shown
in Figure 6. As with the SVG items, the code blocks are divided into separate categories:
animate and shape/color.
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Figure 6 Code block menu

6.3 Manipulating SVG Items on the Canvas

Figure 7 Right clicking on one or multiple selected items opens the context menu

SVG items placed on the canvas can be manipulated in several ways to let the user
achieve the desired animation. Moving an item across the canvas can be done by left
clicking on the item then drag it to the desired position. If the user wishes to move
multiple items as one unit the items can be grouped. By right-clicking an item the
context menu (see Figure 7) is opened and further customizations can be done.
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Grouping is done by selecting all items that should be included in the group then open
up the context menu by right-clicking. When moving a group all items belonging to that
group will be moved as well. Adding code blocks to a group is also possible in case the
user wishes to style or animate the group as a whole. The context menu also includes
an option to delete an item or a group. If a group is deleted, the items belonging to that
group will also be deleted.

Groups can be managed by using the group menu located to the left of the canvas (see
Figure 8). The group menu is displayed by pressing one of the icons in the toolbar (see
Subsection 6.4). The main purpose of the group menu is to allow the user to select
individual items included in a group, since clicking a grouped item on the canvas selects
the entire group instead of the item. The user can also change the order of the SVG
items to display them on top of or under each other.

Figure 8 Group menu - here showing an example of a group consisting of a face and
two eyes

6.4 Toolbar

The toolbar is displayed in the bottom of the canvas as shown in Figure 9. The user can
play and pause animations using the play button located in the middle of the toolbar.
The user can also resize the canvas by pressing the icons to the left of the play button.
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By pressing the icon to the right of the play button the user can open the group menu,
see Figure 8. In addition, the user can delete an SVG item by dragging it onto the
trashcan-icon in the far right.

Figure 9 The toolbar

7 System Structure

The system was structured similarly to other web-based services with a backend at
server and frontend at client (see Figure 10). The backend was written in JavaScript
running on Node.js with the NoSQL database MongoDB to store user information and
the data related to the users’ animations. React was used to control the user interface
functionality and Redux to manage the state of the application. We used Bootstrap to
support different screen sizes and to implement a responsive web layout.
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Figure 10 Overview of the system showing how the frontend and the backend are con-
nected.

7.1 Client Structure for the Frontend

The user interface has a shared state which all React components can modify. To man-
age the constantly changing state we used a library called Redux which has a central
storage where the state is kept [Red16c]. There were several situations where one com-
ponent needed data from another component and Redux allowed us to both read and
update the state from anywhere in the application. Once the state has been modified the
new changes are propagated to the other components that subscribe to that part of the
state [Red17b]. A more detailed description of Redux can be found in Section 10.

We had to be able to drag the SVG items as well as animate them. In order for these
features to be successfully implemented, an external library called SVGR was used.
SVGR converts the contents of an SVG file into a React component. The benefit of
rendering the SVG content as a component in React was that they take custom properties
that can be used to control how it behaves and how it is rendered. One instance where
this was used was when controlling whether the animations of the avatar items were
playing or not. If the user clicked the Play button an animation property was sent to the
SVG components generated by SVGR which was used to start the animation for that
component.
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7.2 Server Structure - Backend

The backend was divided into two main parts, the web framework and the database. We
used the web framework Express to handle incoming user requests and send appropriate
responses back to user. The server API is developed as a RESTful API and REST
(REpresentational State Transfer) is an architectural style that uses the standard HTTP
request methods GET, PUT, POST and DELETE to create, update and delete resources
on our web service [W3C04].

If the user requests an action to be performed which requires information from the
database the web framework communicates with the database to retrieve the relevant
data. Besides user information, the database also stores information about all the ani-
mation projects that have been created, the available avatar items and code blocks the
user can choose from in the menu.

8 Requirements and Evaluation Methods

There are several requirements which need to be met by our web application. Some
requirements are related to how and in what settings the teachers at Hello World! want
to utilize our application and others are associated with the overall user experience of
the target group.

8.1 Supplement to Hello World!s Material

Our application will be a part of Hello World!s teaching material for their Web studio.
At Web studio they offer a section on CSS where they provide the participants with an
introduction to the language. The complexity of our application has to be on par with the
proficiency in CSS among the participants after completing the Web studio. However,
while the application has to offer a challenge to more experienced students it should
not be too complex. It is preferable for Hello World! if the participants can get started
without much help from their teachers, i.e it should be beginner friendly. In addition,
the application should be entertaining and fun for the participants, preferably sparking
their interest in programming.

The participants at Hello World! proves to be a valuable resource at evaluating if these
requirements have been met. Not only do Hello World!s participants learn about Web
through Web Studio, they also interact with Scratch and other comparable tools.
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To evaluate these requirements the participants at one of Hello World!s meet-ups try our
application and give us feedback through a questionnaire. Through the questionnaire
we could get information on the level of complexity of our application, if it is fun and
entertaining and if they missed any functionality compared to their experience of other
systems. By comparing with other popular tools, we can get indications whether the
children appreciate our approach to teaching and if their interest in programming has
increased.

8.2 Creative Freedom and Learning Environment

An important requirement on our behalf is that our application should offer a more
creative and free learning environment compared to other available tools to teach pro-
gramming. This requirement is essential to reach the goals and aims of our application,
as discussed in Section 3.

However, the participants at Hello World! are most likely too young to fully grasp
the concept of creativity and give us relevant feedback on that subject. Conclusively it
is difficult to evaluate the degree of creative freedom our application offers using our
target audience. One evaluation could be to let adolescents or adults (18+ years) with
a background in computer science try our application and give us feedback on the user
experience. However, this was not achievable in the time frame we were given. Instead
we chose a less time-consuming evaluation method - we ourselves studied how and if
our application restricts the user’s creative capabilities compared to other applications.

8.3 Offline Material

A recurring issue at Hello World!s meet-ups is slow and unstable connection to WiFi.
This becomes disastrous for tutors and participants if there is no offline material avail-
able. Since meet-ups are held at Hello World!s sponsors offices their location varies
from time to time. If a problem with a router occurs it is difficult for the staff at Hello
World! to replace or repair it, since the routers most often are the property of the spon-
sor. At Hello World!’s camps it is easier to replace or repair a router because they are
there solely for Hello World!’s usage. However, even when taking these precautions
there is always a risk for something unpredictable to occur.

To satisfy Hello World!s need for a backup our application should support an offline
mode. An evaluation of this offline version could be to compare it to the online version
when it comes to speed and reactivity.
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8.4 Drag and Drop

An important feature of our web application is the drag and drop feature. The user
should experience that our drag and drop function is comprehensible and the function-
ality should work according to the expectations our web application creates for the user.
These requirements can be connected to two concepts within user experience as a sci-
ence, the gulf of execution and the gulf of evaluation [PSL+02]. The gulf of execution
is about what a user perceives they can perform with, for example, a computer system.
Also it speaks about to what degree that system can interact with the user’s intentions.
The gulf of evaluation is to what degree the user finds it difficult to assess the state of
the system. In other words how satisfactorily those the system use features to assist the
user to detect and interpret current state of the system. In order to evaluate how well our
system complies with these two concepts, we compiled following questions.

• How well did you use a distinct color choice that isn’t used often in your design
system to identify drag and drop interactions?

• How well did you establish styles for the different states of an element being
dragged?

• How well did you use system cursors to indicate when an element is draggable?

• How well did you establish a pattern for the drop targets, which are valid areas
where dragged elements can be dropped?

The questions were formed with information from websites [Noh18, Rea17b] which
discuss user experience combined with drag and drop. The questions are about how we
as developers display states and can show a user what they can do in our system in a
clear and consistent way.

9 Implementation of Drag and Drop for SVG Elements

Implementing drag and drop was more complicated than we anticipated in the beginning
of the project. One of the features we needed was the ability to drag an SVG item from
the menu, rendered using HTML elements, and drop it onto the canvas. The canvas is
entirely made up of SVG elements with no HTML tags. The library we decided to use
provided a built-in solution which utilized the HTML5 drag and drop API. However,
neither <svg> nor any of the other SVG tags, such as <circle>, were supported by
the HTML5 API so we needed a different solution.
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There exist several libraries that handle drag and drop for SVG elements but none were
integrated with React DnD. Since drag and drop was such an important feature of our
project we decided to implement our own solution so we could use a single unified drag
and drop API.

Drag and drop is implemented in React DnD in a pluggable way using different back-
ends [Abr17b]. The backend implements the drag and drop functionality by using the
low-level functions available in the web browser then notifies React DnD when some-
thing is being dragged or dropped. We were satisfied with how the backend that imple-
mented the HTML5 API worked for HTML elements so we extended it to also support
SVG. The new backend subscribed to the mousedown, mouseup and mousemove
events for SVG elements on our canvas and was integrated with React DnD. The SVG
item movements were implemented by tracking the mouse cursor position. After being
moved the coordinates of the SVG element was updated using a CSS transformation.

10 Redux

We noticed that multiple parts of the application required information from the canvas
and access to update it. In order to allow those parts to interact with the canvas we
needed a centralized unit which communicated with the other components. Some ex-
amples of these interactions include moving items from the avatar menu onto the canvas
and modifying the content of code blocks attached to an SVG item. These actions all
require access to the canvas and since React does not have built-in support for a central
storage we decided to use a state management library called Redux. Redux is a library
written in JavaScript used to manage the state of an application [Red16a]. It is based on
the following three principles [Red16c]:

1. Single source of truth

2. State is read-only

3. Changes are made with pure functions.

“Single source of truth” means the entire state is stored in a central location. Limiting
the state to a single location meant synchronizing multiple states was not needed which
otherwise could have introduced inconsistencies [Red16c].

“State is read-only” means the state cannot change without following the proper update
procedures [Red16c]. Since all state changes are centralized, the updates happen in a
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strict order. A strict order ensures that no race conditions happens [Red16c] which was
important since multiple parts of the application communicates with the canvas.

The last principle “Changes are made with pure functions” describes how changes are
made to the state. A pure function is a function where an input always results in the same
output. Using pure functions when updating the state means the state is not mutated
since there are no side-effects [Red16c].

The information related to the canvas, for example the position of each SVG item, an
item’s code blocks and the currently selected item(s) all need to be stored in the Redux
store to allow the different React components to access and update the canvas. Since the
state is read-only, the user makes a dispatch call which is executed then updates the state.
A dispatch takes an action, which is a JavaScript object that contains both data related
to that particular action, and a type describing what kind of action should be executed.
The dispatch call will be managed by Redux and eventually sent to a reducer [Red17a].
A reducer is a function that applies the action to the current state and returns the new
updated state.

React components can listen to changes in the state by subscribing to the store [Red16b]
which notifies all listeners whenever a change is made to the state. This was used
heavily throughout the application. For example SVG items need to be notified when
code blocks are updated so their styles can be updated accordingly.

11 Evaluation Results

In order for our application to be evaluated by participants at Hello World! it had to
be beginner-friendly. Our goal was to create a restricted code editor to make the ap-
plication suitable for children. The restricted code editor was not implemented so it
was not possible for Hello World!’s participants to evaluate the user experience and the
complexity of the system. Consequently we did not obtain any evaluation results for
Subsection 8.1.

In addition, due to time constraints we did not implement an offline version of the ap-
plication, hence Subsection 8.3 could not be evaluated.

However, we were able to evaluate the result of the drag and drop functionality and the
creative freedom of our application compared to other systems.
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11.1 Evaluation of Drag and Drop

To evaluate our drag and drop feature we answered the questions from Subsection 8.4:

1. How well did you use a distinct color that isn’t used often in your design system
to identify drag and drop interactions?

Answer: We chose to use a light green color to mark a border around all drag and
drop related elements when used, see Figure 1 and 2. Although we use green in
our design the brightness of the light green, the fact that the drag and drop items
are without border when not dragged and that this green is only used with the drag
and drop functionality makes it distinct enough for our application.

2. How well did you establish styles for the different states of an element being
dragged?

Answer: There are three states of a draggable object. Before, during and af-
ter being dragged. The items from the menu have three different designs. The
appearance of an icon at the menu, a tinier and transparent display of the icon
as moved and the intended size and look when dropped. Items dropped on the
canvas retain the same appearance while dragged.

3. How well did you use system cursors to indicate when an element is draggable?

Answer: We chose to display the cursor as a hand when it hovers a draggable
item. As the cursor drag an item it is displayed as arrows pointing in four direc-
tions, this indicates the item can be moved.

4. How well did you establish patterns for drop targets, which are valid areas where
dragged elements can be dropped?

Answer: There are two drop target areas in our application the canvas and the
SVG items, as they are placed on the canvas. You can drop an SVG item onto
canvas and code block onto SVG item. A light green border highlights the canvas
when a user drags an SVG item from the menu, in order to show the user where
the SVG item can be placed. An SVG item on canvas will only be highlighted as
drop target when a code block hovers above it.

To summarize, the result of this evaluation satisfies our requirement that the drag and
drop feature should be comprehensible. The user receives feedback in multiple forms
as highlighting and cursor animations. This feedback is essential to achieve a small gulf
of evaluation, since it facilitates the user to derive what actions will lead to their goal.
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11.2 Evaluation of Creative Freedom and Learning Environment

By comparing the result of this project to popular applications such as Scratch we can
see that our application appears to offer a new approach to teaching programming. We
could not find any other tools with the exact same method as ours. Furthermore, our
application does not focus on teaching the core concepts of programmings languages.
Compared to other systems, see Subsection 2.4, the user is not limited in creation by
loops and functions. Our application does not restrict the user’s creative capabilities
other than to the CSS code itself, i.e the user can create any type of animation available
within the CSS programming language.

12 Result and Discussion

The core functionality in our application was drag and drop and animation of SVG
objects with CSS. In addition, the user should be able to edit the CSS code. As discussed
in Section 8, in order for the web application to be sufficiently incorporated in Hello
World!’s meet-ups, the application also had to offer an offline version and include a
“beginner-friendly” more restricted code editor.

The project resulted in successful implementation of several functionality features:

• Drag and drop with SVG files

• Edit CSS in a code editor

• Group and animate multiple SVG files simultaneously

• Animating SVG files with CSS

• Functional menu and layout

However, two important features were not realized due to time constraints: the offline
version and the beginner-friendly code editor. How they can be realized is discussed in
Section 14.

In addition to pure functionality requirements our web application had to be suitable
for children with little programming experience. Our goal was to offer a different user
experience compared to other available systems today, possibly engaging children who
otherwise show little interest in programming. Whether our application met this goal is
discussed in Subsection 12.4.
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12.1 Drag and Drop with SVG Files

As discussed in Section 9 the drag and drop API introduced with HTML5 does not
support drag and drop with SVG files. Consequently, we developed an extension to that
library which resulted in a fully functional drag and drop library [Abr17a] for SVG files.
The drag and drop feature satisfies our requirements and is deemed to be user-friendly,
as mentioned in Subsection 11.1.

When we established which and when drop targets should be highlighted (see Subsec-
tion 11.1, Question 4) we chose to handle canvas and SVG items differently. Since we
believe having the same design for the SVG items, as the canvas, would eventually turn
the canvas chaotic and hard to overview, as more SVG items where placed there. There-
fore when dragging a code block the SVG item is only highlighted when the code block
hovers above them. Scratch, which also implement a form of drag and drop, use the
same type of highlighting with their code blocks as they are attached to one another.

Related to Scratch our web application has more features such as cursor animations
and area highlighting to display the drag and drop. We found it necessary to illustrate
these features to the user to satisfy the requirement regarding the gulf of execution (see
Subsection 8.4).

12.2 Editing CSS

In order to style and animate SVG items we needed a way to associate code blocks with
SVG items on the canvas. The result allows the user to drop code blocks on SVG items
placed on the canvas and then edit the code in a standard code editor. The code can then
be modified in the editor which automatically updates the styling for the affected SVG
items.

However, this standard code editor is not beginner-friendly. Our intention was to in-
clude a code editor for novice programmers, but it was not implemented due to time
constraints. Nevertheless, the standard editor was useful for us since we could use it to
test CSS styling and animations on SVG items. In addition, more experienced program-
mers can utilize it without any issues.

12.3 SVG Animation and Grouping

We discussed the grouping feature in Subsection 6.3 where multiple SVG items could
be grouped together to be treated as a single unit. The current implementation includes
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support for selecting one or multiple SVG items with an option to group them using
the context menu, also mentioned in Subsection 6.3. Dragging a group moves all items
belonging to that group and code blocks can be added to the group if group styling is
required. We are satisfied with the grouping feature as it is working the way we intended
it to work.

The user can animate single avatar items as well as grouped items by applying code
blocks to the items and modify the CSS code to get the desired effect. The results were
satisfactory as code blocks can be applied successfully and we do not impose any limits
on what CSS features the user can use meaning the SVG items are fully animatable.

12.4 Teaching Method and Usability

The goal of this project was to provide an alternative approach to teaching programming,
a less restricted and more playful environment than other available applications today,
as described in Section 3. To be suitable for children of several ages with different pro-
gramming prerequisites it had to be simple to understand and use, while simultaneously
offering a challenge to more experienced programmers.

From the evaluation results Subsection 11.2 we can conclude that we did not reach our
goal regarding usability. Especially when it comes to integrating our application with
Hello World!s material. Without a code editor for beginners, it is evident that the current
version will be too challenging for most children to use by themselves, even with prior
programming experience. CSS is not an easy language to type, a simple misspell will
lead to the code not compiling. It is not feasible for Hello World! to provide tutorials
before each meet-up and provide enough teachers to fix small syntax errors in every
student’s code.

In addition, as also mentioned in Subsection 11.2 the lack of a beginner-friendly editor
makes it difficult to evaluate the true user experience. Is our application actually inter-
esting for our target group? Is it fun for children who are not interested in games or who
are intimidated by complicated programming concepts?

In future work, we discuss how we wish to develop a restricted code editor for beginners,
in order for Hello World!’s attendees to use it without much help from teachers.
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13 Conclusions

The main issue we explore in this project is that we as a society have a problem in
attracting a diversity of people to computer science and programming. This can be
related to, among others, stereotypes associated with programmers [Ins16]. In addition,
even though many studies suggest that creativity is an important tool for learning there
is not many teaching applications today which utilizes this, see Subsection 2.4.

If we can change the attitude towards coding among youths we can perhaps inspire them
to work within computer science in the future. To attract youths to tech we wanted to
create an application which offered a different teaching method, a more interactive en-
vironment to create freely with code. Our project resulted in a web application where
a user can create their own unique animations, by combining SVG images and styling
them with CSS. The application is aimed towards youths who are not interested in writ-
ing code related to games or puzzles and would prefer to be creative when developing
their programming skills.

We believe that this web application is the beginning of something new. A new approach
to engage today’s youths in tech, giving concrete examples of what you can achieve with
code. Showing that programming, in its essence, is being creative.

14 Future Work

Since the beginning of this project our intention was to develop a beginner-friendly web
application which Hello World! can use as their teaching material. We intend to develop
this project further and release a more functional version later. Below are some of the
planned features.

This web application was designed to inspire beginners and it is important that the users
do not get obstructed by syntax errors and other details in the code. CSS syntax can be
unforgiving and it may be frustrating for beginners to use this web application without
a beginner mode. To alleviate this issue we will build a simplified code editor with the
purpose to bridge the gap between novice and more advanced developers. The editor
will limit which areas of the code can be modified and more clearly display to the user
which sections are editable.

The offline mode is planned to be used in situations where there is no internet connection
available. The offline version will use the same implementation as the online version but
instead of communicating with the server, the data will be stored temporarily in the local
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database storage on the user’s computer in the web browser and synced with the server
once the internet connection is re-established. If the user was not logged in prior to the
loss of connectivity, it will be possible to authenticate and add the animation project to
their own account. The offline mode is also important to make the online mode more
responsive. Instead of waiting for a response from the server when a new SVG item is
added to the canvas, the item can immediately be added and later merge the data from
the server response.

Another feature we intend to develop in order to improve the learning curve is a tutorial
mode. Tutorials will guide the users and show them how the interface can be used, how
the drag and drop functionality works and how SVG items are animated. It will also
be a way to inspire anyone that is unsure what to animate by showing the possibilities
of the application. Tutorials will also be a way to ease the workload for the teachers
by providing enough support to get most children animating. The teacher is then free
to provide more individual help where it is needed. This feature can be extended to let
teachers create their own tutorials if they have their own ideas or want to focus their
teaching on something more specific.

Giving users an option to share their animations with their peers is another interesting
idea to explore. Animations could be shared on social media or in a gallery in the appli-
cation. Shared content can be a source of inspiration for other students when creating
their own animations.

In order to make our application more inclusive and not only focus on creativity, we plan
on adding support for more programming languages, such as JavaScript. Some may be
more interested in the different concepts used in programming and by reusing the code
block functionality we developed for CSS we could teach the basics of algorithms and
data structures. We need to develop a more intuitive way of combining the code blocks
with loops if statements and other control structures for this to be useful for the children.
In the end, this would enable the users to add more interactivity to their projects and
eventually even develop simple games and other similar applications.

Other interesting areas which we would like to explore is introducing the concept of
vector graphics more in-depth and teach children how vector graphics is structured and
how they can design their own graphics. These designs could later be used in their own
animation projects or even be shared with other students. By introducing how graphics
work and how to design them we give those that are less interested in programming
an opportunity to get inspired and hopefully become more interested in the designing
process and to learn about the more advanced vector graphics tools used in the industry.
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